GLOBAL SOLVERS
CCELERAT R

Accelerating sustainable development by
connecting grassroots experiences, empowering
emerging community leaders, and unleashing
transformative change at a Glo-Cal scale.
APPLY TODAY!

meltonfoundation.org

31
Mar
2022
GLOBAL APPLICATION
DEADLINE
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Launching a new and novel Accelerator Program for emerging
community leaders!
The Global Solvers Accelerator is an 8-month collaboration-based, peer-driven
leadership program that pivots global opportunity and local potential for transformative
change.
The Accelerator is a shared space of learning, growth, and deliberation where young SDG
practitioners from around the global intersect their know-how and project experience to
further impact and unleash the fullest transformative potential – theirs, that of their work,
and that of the communities they serve. By working together with change agents from
diverse sectors, places, and identities, participants connect capacity, share skills and
transcend innovative practices while learning about different realities around the globe
first hand.

Eight monthly modules – Monthly learning themes – Consolidation and
peer reviews – Practical application of skills at the project level
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Through an eight months peer-focused, project-based, and collaborative impact journey,
participants refine their impact projects. They learn to pivot their skills, capacity, and
connections to tap into the fullest transformative potential of their work to ignite shared
solutions that cut across barriers of sector, place, identity, and further the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). A flagship program of the Melton Foundation, the Global Solvers
Accelerator is deeply intertwined with our unique community of global citizenship practice
and is one to two entry points into the Melton Foundation Fellowship. Successful Global
Solvers are integrated into the life-long Melton Fellowship as Senior Fellows towards the end
of the program.
The learning in the program, happens in monthly modules, and within each module are
intricate processes as shown below:

Typical
flow of a
monthly
module

Learn more: meltonfoundation.org
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Who is the ideal
Global Solver?

What do we
expect from
participants?

Emerging community development practitioners
(aged between 20 - 35 years)
Curious, responsible, open-minded, forwardthinking, committed team player
Has a proven track record of social impact, and
actively engaged in or leading a local impact
project!

Contribute an
average of approx. 4
hours per week in
order to actively
participate in our peerdriven, collaborationbased 8-month
leadership program

Familiar with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs)
Aspires to transform society and generate
positive impact at the grassroots level

At the Global Solvers Accelerator,
young people from across the
globe connect hearts, hands,
and minds to unleash their
generation's fullest potential to
drive,
own,
and
transform
sustainable development from
the grassroots level up.

Pay program fee of 250
USD within 1 month of
selection into the
program; Need and
Merit-based Scholarships
available (up to 80%
participation fees)
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The world does not face a shortage of solutions to global
issues. What it needs is collaborative action that addresses
multiple domains and defies boundaries.
Activate your global citizenship muscle to transform
society from the grassroots level up!

Join the journey become a Global Solver!
Apply to the Global Solvers Accelerator
before 31st March 2022 and accelerate
your impact!

For more information and to apply, visit
meltonfoundation.org/global-solvers-accelerator or email
ldietzel@meltonfoundation.org for further queries or exploration.

@meltonfoundation

